UGB_UG_Question_Philosophy_General_Part-I_ Examination_2013

P-l (1+1+1) G/l3
2013
PHILOSOPHY (General)
First Paper
{Indian Philosophy)
Time : Two Hours

Full Marks : 50

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Section - I
Answer any one of the following :

20x1=20

1. “The soul is the body with the attribute of
consciousness” — Explain this view of the Carvaka. Is this
15+5
view satisfactory?
2. Explain and examine the theory of Momentariness
10+10
(Ksanabhangavada) according to Buddhism.
3. Explain and examine the Jaina Anekantavada.

20

Section - II
Answer any two of the following :

10x2=20

4. State and explain the eight-fold path (astangika
10
mdrga) admitted in Buddhism.
5. Discuss the main characteristics of Carvaka-ethics.
10
P.T.O.
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6. What are the four purusarthas? Discuss.-**,

10

7. Explain the Jaina theory of substance.

10

^i

*#R^f cw^rtr)

bo + ^o

'O I feq

Section - III

'Q ROT TO1

R^W - *1

8. Answer any five questions of the following :
2x5=10
(a) What is Framed
(b) What is bhavacakral

'Q Rot to i

81
<■

'oiSiR^i^f <&r*m to i

a i OTR ^llvsvocMjfi ^

to i

(c) What do you mean by ‘Naya5 according to
Jaina?

'b i

(d) What is meant by Pancasilal

*\ I S<(J TP'MR OSMW ^MbHf TO I

(e) What is syadvadal
(f) What is the difference between Dharma and
Adharma according to the Jaina?
(g) What is the derivation meaning of
Pralityasamutpadal
(h) What does the term ‘Nirvana’ literally mean?
CO What is matljndna according to Jaina?
(j) Are Jainas Skeptic?

b I “cb^jRpfe
TO 1 ^ s^fD R
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Pull Marks: 50

The figures in lhe margin indicate full marks.
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Time : Two Hours

■>

Section - I
1. Answer any one of the following :

20x1=20

(a) Critically explain rationalism as a theory of origin
of knowledge.
20
(b) Explain and examine the theory- of interactionism
about the relation between mind and body. 20
(c) What is scientific realism? How is primary' quality
different from secondary quality'? Is this distinction
4+10+6
tenable?
Section - II
2. Answer any nvo of the following :

10x2=20

(a) What do you mean by impression and idea in
reference to Hume’s theory' of Knowledge? 10
(b) How does Descartes establish the dictum “I
10
think, therefore, l am ?
P.T.O.
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(c) How does Kant try to reconcile empiricism with
•
10
rationalism?
(d) Explain the main tenets of the entaiiment theory
of causation.
10

^ I C3 C^?

^ox^=^o

(^)wtCT<r

Section - III
3. Answer any five of the following :

TffNQ ;

2x5=10

(*0

few

(a) What is empiricism?

G 'spijRR ^ |
(*>0

(b) What are the three types of ideas according to
Descartes?

^j? sp|j

(c) What are the two sources of knowledge
according to Locke?

8+bo-H$
- *3|

(d) “Substance is unknown and’unknowable” —
who says this and why?

* I (R C^R

tffvQ .

box^o

(e) What is naive realism?
bo

(f) What is cartesian dualism?
(’I)

(g) What is the meaning of ‘Tabula Rasa’?

f^slw
— ^ ^

fg^t <P§, SJSSR, vEtffi vSffH”
^>£R?

bo

(h) What is law of association?
(i) What are the fundamental problems of
epistemology?

bo

0 What is monad?

^i

bo

P.T.O.
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Third Paper
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(Psychology)
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Time : Two Hours

Full Marks: 50

W

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. *

(^3) ^jf%^ <IT3>

Section - I
Answer any one of the following :

20x1=20

1. What is memory? What are the factors involved in
4+16=20
it? Discuss.
•!

2. Explain Freud’s theory of Dream. Is it satisfactory?
12+8=20
3. What is learning? Critically explain Thorndike’s trail
4+16=20
and error theory of learning.
Section - II
Answer any two of the following :

10x2=20

4. What is forgetting? Explain the causes of forgetting?
10
5. Can introspection be regarded as a dependable
10
method of Psychology? Discuss.
P.T.O.
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6. What is attention? Explain the objective conditions of
attention.
2+8=10
1

I. V

7. What is perception? Distinguish between sensation
and perception?
4+6=10

(71

$ox^=^o

b I "’ajft ^>R3> ^! ? v£Rf ^'S^TR'RMsft 1% 1% ? ^rlC=llMt ^ I
8+bMs

Section - III
8. Answer any five of the following :

SR?$t?l Sm3<1 WlM3 I

2x5=10
b*+tr

(a) What is sensation?
(b) What do you mean by ‘Experimental Method’
in Psychology?

VS I pftscj ^5
vgfff

VDM^’

M3

8+bMs

'5Jl(+lltRf WI

(c) What is an image?
• (71

(d) What is emotion?
(e) How do we perceive movement?

8 i ■ R^R

(f) Is pure sensation possible?

(t I

(g) What is unconscious?

0 What is Personality?

^0X^0

? R^fts ^5t^cll<i(?l ^JNJt <p?i i

°

ft ^WtR+J'f^

^

bo

WI

Ms i 'sr^n77n^t <rR3>

(h) Is mind co-extensive with consciousness?
(i) What is stimulus?

WI

? wrttp;^ ft*nm

^JWJt

^,+b-

^1

8+Ms

V I (71 (7FH

2R?sm ®M5<J +tM3 :

ft)
^R3> ^ ?
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4^5 ft

^x£=bo

?
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